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1. ADJECTIVE SUFFIXES 

You can make some nouns into adjectives 
by adding suffixes (extra  letters at the end 
of the word). 

For example, you can make the noun  'noise' 
into an adjective by taking off the  'e' and 
adding 'y' to make 'noisy'. 



2. ADJECTIVE SUFFIXES 

- ABLE 
fashion - fashionable 
comfort - comfortable 

-AL 
nature - natural   
accident - accidental   
music -musical 

-OUS 
danger - dangerous   
fame - famous   
adventure - adventurous 

-Y 
health - healthy   
cream - creamy   
mess - messy 



3. ADJECTIVE SUFFIXES 

- IC 

Science – scientific 

Athlete – athletic 

- IVE 

Action – active 

Administration – administrative 

-FUL (= with)   

Beauty – beautiful   

Skill – skillful 

-LESS ( without)   

Home – homeless   

Power – powerless    



Let’s Practise 

A. Turn these nouns into adjectives  using 

the correct suffix 

         success                             excuse         generosity  

                                             art        care               fame           tradition  

  hope                                                fun              history            narration  

  rain                                                                        value           destruction          poison  

                                             logic    wonder       photograph                                                    person  

  penny             mystery                                                       alphabet     love  

  use        region                                                 dirt           attraction 



Answer 

-ABLE: excusable,valuable, lovable 

-AL: traditional, historical, regional, logical, 
personal,  alphabetical 

-OUS: generous, famous, poisonous, mysterious 

-Y: rainy, dirty, funny 

-IC: artistic, photographic 

-IVE: attractive, narrative, destructive 

- FUL: succesful, useful, careful, hopeful, 
wonderful 

-LESS: hopeless, friendless, penniless, useless 



Let’s Practise 

B. Complete the sentences: 

1. My car is really very ………………(economic) . 

2. He's a very (ambition) …………….. man. 

3. The school organises (education) ……….visits. 
4. They held a long (philosophy) …….. discussion 

about  the subject. 

5. The plane was caught in an (electricity) …….. 
storm. 

6. I haven't had a very (product) ……….. day. 

7. We visited a (history) ………….. house last 
weekend. 

8. I love (classic) ………music. 



Answer 

B. Complete the sentences: 

1. My car is really very economical. 

2. He's a very ambitious man. 

3. The school organises educational visits.  
4. They held a long philosophical discussion 

about  the subject. 

5. The plane was caught in an electrical storm. 

6. I haven't had a very productive day. 

7. We visited a historical house last weekend. 

8. I love classical music. 



Let’s Practise 

C. Complete the sentences with an adjective. 
1. It can be d………. to cross the train line so be  

very careful. 
2. I really like this sofa. It's extremely ............. 
3. Beckham is probably one of the most f………. 

football players in Britain. 
4. It was a r………….. day so we couldn´t go to  the 

beach 
5. John's toothache was quite p…………  
 and  he had to go to the dentist. 



6. This is a really e……. book. I enjoyed it and  
I'm sure you will like it too. 

7. This film really isn't very s……….. for  
children under 10. There is far too much  
violence. 

8. The shop assistant was so h……………. that  
I'll go there again. He gave me a lot of  
information. 

9. It's really u………….. to be able to speak  
another language 



 Answers 

1. It can be dangerous to cross the train line so  
be very careful. 

2. I really like this sofa. It's extremely  
comfortable 

3. Beckham is probably one of the 
4. most famous football players in Britain. 

5. It was a rainy day so we couldn´t go to the  
beach 

6. John's toothache was quite painful and he  
had to go to the dentist. 



6.This is a really enjoyable book. I enjoyed it  

and I'm sure you will like it too. 

7.This film really isn't very suitable for children  

under 10. There is far too much violence. 

8.The shop assistant was so helpful that I'll go  

there again. He gave me a lot of information. 

9. It's really useful to be able to speak another  

language 
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